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Abstract- One of the main pillars of the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is processes, the 
security of which in the Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the pillars of this research. The security of ITIL processes 
requires proper management to maximize security levels so that complex paths can be eliminated, performance 
improved, the structure of ITIL processes optimized, and, finally, goals achieved. In the present research, we propose 
a framework based on a detailed analysis of relationships, manual and systematic models by studying the security of 
research achievements in three parts: free, university and organizational.This framework is formed with component 
analysis, hybrid relationships, possible scenarios in three phases of general, private and release based on security 
zones and the final simulated model of Security-General-Private-Release (SGPR). Finally, by changing various 
parameters, its effect on the levels are measured and a calibration test is performed to match the model parameters 
with the simulation output. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In IoT, every physical object in the virtual world is acceptable, accessible, and configurable [1-3]. 
Undoubtedly, objects in IoT are a context for playing an active role in human activities, systems and 
processes. An intelligent factor consists of a person, intelligent objects, processes and technological 
ecosystem as key elements of our systematic approach to IoT security [4]. IoT consists of the aggregation 
of a wide range of data connected to the Internet. As a result, security risks increase with new services [5]. 
Along with the development of IoT, the number of security attacks is increasing day by day, therefore, a 
defense mechanism is needed to identify and cope with attacks and threats in IoT [6]. 

In today's world, processes and process innovations are used to advance and achieve goals [7]. Improving 
effectiveness is possible through processes, management methods, emphasis on structure and 
comprehensive changes in the shadow of security [8]. One of the tasks of management is to reduce and 
minimize attack routes and their complexity in order to reduce the cost of protection to the lowest 
possible level and thus increase the level of security to the highest possible level, which will be possible by 
proper analysis of the possibility [9]. It can be said that instead of directly presenting a defense 
mechanism on each of the parts, first only the data analysis is carried out and the security of the network 
is evaluated.In this way, important structures and actions around the processes are prioritized and 
reciprocal actions are taken. Also, the processes that have the most effect on the strategy are identified 
and their performance is systematically evaluated [7, 10]. Security issues can be examined with tools, 
models, criteria as well as methods. We also find that increasing security significantly reduces latency, 
which can often be reduced at a cost [11, 12]. Modeling IoT security is difficult due to the large number of 
heterogeneous devices and multiple threats, so we try to use the results of the analysis to achieve the 
capabilities of the proposed framework to find possible attack paths and reduce the effect of attacks 
[2].Abundant communications and their difficult limitations lead to security challenges [4]. Considering 
the growth of technology, we should minimize security problems so that we can achieve maximum 
security growth through rapid development [13]. To identify weaknesses, it should be analyzed and 
examined, and we should be able to carry out this analysis automatically to achieve optimization of 
computational and security methods by reducing the instructions [14]. 
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In the topic of IoT and ITIL security, management is vital and in fact acts as a bridge between processes 
and structure in order to achieve strategy. Since ITIL is a process-based reference model, one of the most 
important factors contributing to ITIL's success is proper process management [15]. In the first step, the 
status of processes and vulnerabilities is investigated and information about processes and vulnerabilities 
is analyzed in the second step. In defining statements, visions and missions, implementing ITIL processes 
in the third step, called situation analysis, is one of the important tasks of conducting case studies 
[16].The particular challenges we face in ITIL are about analysis [17]. The first step in determining 
structure is process design [18]. Focusing on processes before the selection, implementation, execution, 
support, modification and integration of processes is the consensus of most institutions [17]. Strategies 
for process improvement are organized in three phases: First: Determining the context, scope, and 
objectives of the process. Second: Understanding the existing process (workflow modeling) and Third: 
Designing the desired new process (evaluating and selecting improvements). In fact, the main technique is 
the solution to improve the modeling of doing the work [19]. 

The explicit objectives of processes are rarely regulated, evaluated, and methods of continuous 
improvement [20]. However, the issue of process security can simply indicate the conditions where the 
discovery of the answer or the correct solution can help to improve the current appropriate situation [21]. 
Given the most important issues mentioned above, the important issue is to ensure the security of the 
processes. There are also criteria for ensuring process security, and effective communication is 
established between the various parts of IoT and ITIL (providing manual models), which can be achieved 
by providing a framework (a combination of two frameworks).Paying attention to the role of management 
decisions in ensuring the security of processes and the realism of management programs considering 
security factors, resources and possible changes that will inevitably have devastating effects if not 
properly managed and implemented. Therefore, creating security (which is a process itself) is essential in 
all fields. As processes, nodes, and secure communications show, there were no defects within the system. 
A case study (situation analysis), taking into consideration the implementation motivations, the 
implementation benefits, the implementation status and the implementation results, along with focusing 
on the real issues of the processes, the right understanding of the definition of processes and determining 
the graph attacks at the security level, show the process of providing and evolving the final framework [2, 
22-26].Since any action to improve the status of processes and their security needs to be changed, change 
management in this area is considered important [15]. Simple frameworks are more useful than complex 
ones. Meanwhile, the framework is the best practice in attempting to improve IT service management 
processes [17, 27]. The framework should be also built before it can is used, for a baseline, to evaluate any 
changes in them, as well as to ensure the continuous improvement of newly implemented processes and 
values [28]. 

This research first provides systematic and extensive research on the two factors of ITIL and IoT, and also 
analyzes two-stage and multiple relationships considering the importance of process security. Based on 
the analyses, it creates manual models that lay the groundwork for the simulated SPGR model with three 
security phases of general, private and release. This enables managers to make security decisions without 
incurring cost, risk and time and based on possible scenarios. The proposed framework is based on 
manual models and simulated models. 

 

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND: 

In this section, first the background of research on IoT is investigated, then the background of research on 
ITIL is investigated, and finally, by referring to the background of both factors and analyzing the 
relationships and components, manual models that are the basis of the SPGR model are formed. 

2.1. Background on IoT 

It can be said that IoT is a system of physical and virtual objects, each of which is included in the 
capabilities of the network and are connected to exchange and collect information locally or remotely via 
the Internet. Because these connections are made via the Internet, they are typically vulnerable to 
security threats in the IoT environment [29]. In order to counter the many innovations in IoT for security, 
organizations provided the best security practices, which these settings are based on the law and based 
on the best security measures and simulated scenarios for security breaches and subsequently 
programming for countermeasures [30].IoT security requirements are part of the waves of IoT 
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innovation, and it can be said that the biggest security challenges in IoT are related to the relationships, 
interoperability and cooperation between the components and processes in IoT. With the development of 
IoT, security attacks are increasing day by day and consequently the number of identified mechanisms for 
IoT attacks is also growing [6]. Analysis is used to identify the threat of events and related planning is 
done according to the level of threat, and thus the structure and important actions are prioritized and 
reciprocal actions are performed and the appropriate plan is proposed for the security level and the 
degree of vulnerability of the system will be specified [9, 10, 29].In research on IoT security, 
communication elements have been used by providing a framework, and by using security risk analysis, 
sustainable control for IoT can be achieved. In these frameworks, they have used multiple scenarios to 
show the risks and they will lead to detecting attacks more quickly [6, 31-34]. Types of attacks are divided 
into active and inactive attacks according to the nature of the behavior.Active attacks include Routing 
attacks in sensor networks, DoS (denial-of-service), fabrication, lack of cooperation, modification, 
impersonation and eavesdropping, and inactive attacks include mintor and eavesdropping, traffic analysis 
and camouflaging adversaries. [35-39] (Types and number of attacks are used in calculating the 
probability of attack at the levels). 

However, security analysis at different levels gives you the advantages and limitations of information 
systems. This means that security control is ensured by analyzing the system in a dynamic environment 
by changing security requirements, threats and vulnerabilities [31]. 

2.2. Background on ITIL 

ITIL is for understanding the strategy and represents the institutional measures taken to provide 
technology services [40], also the structure and processes make a big difference in ensuring success [41]. 
Meanwhile, because of the study of the structure of processes, it should be known that the structure 
shows the relationship between the components, while services and processes describe how they change. 
In fact, the structure identifies the proper behavior required for service management.It also explains the 
relationship between processes, individuals, technology, and partners [16]. As organizations strive to 
better manage IT performance, providing an efficient framework is a solution, and the most important 
thing organizations expect from implementing ITIL is to balance current services with future possible 
needs [42], which plays a vital role in how ITIL is secured. Security management with a systematic 
approach in them is to create, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain and improve security 
[43].The use of framework to improve performance is one of the important factors in research. Finally, 
strengthening ITIL process paths will lead to optimal decision making and process effectiveness [44, 45], 
which can help to take better measures about processes by drawing the relevant processes [22]. The ITIL 
framework is an important guide for changes in IT organizations. ITIL information processes include: 
strategy, service catalog management, knowledge management, incident management and request 
management [28].If there are changes, efforts are needed to improve the process. In fact, it continuously 
improves processes with fact-based information about performance, results, communication, and changes 
[46, 47]. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this research, in order to provide a security framework for ITIL processes in the IoT environment, at 
first, extensive and systematic research in the fields of IoT and ITIL were studied. The connections, 
commonalities and requirements of both factors were identified. Initial information is obtained in three 
parts: free, university, and organizational, through monitoring and searching in research, universities, and 
organizations, as well as numerous journals and conferences. Then, the probability of an attack in each of 
the three phases that could have caused the immune system to malfunction was calculated, the equations 
were determined, and finally used in the SGPR model.This research is provided in three phases and four 
areas in research achievements with three parts: free, academic and organizational. Finally, relying on the 
analyses, manual and systematic models, the final framework is provided. 
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IV. FACTORS AND COMMONALITIES BETWEEN THE TWO FACTORS ITIL AND IOT 

In order to be in line with the objectives of the research and provide a security framework, it is necessary 
to provide a clear analysis of factors and relationships. It is necessary to analyze and identify processes, 
their stimuli and factors and relationships that are needed to ensure security [48]. Each of the items 
mentioned in this section is one of the levels used in the overall Security-General-Private-Release (SGPR) 
model. According to the security framework provided by McNaughton et al. to support the processes, 
support management with five factors of incident management, problem management, change 
management, release management, and configuration management are the main components. Security 
management and transfer management are also the main factors of the framework [28].Since ITIL is a 
process-based reference model, one of the most important factors contributing to the success of ITIL is 
proper process management [17, 43]. The principles of process management include process awareness, 
process ownership, process measurement and process improvement [15]. In order to provide a security 
framework, we specify the security system requirements and security levels, and then review and 
describe the components, mechanisms, and vulnerabilities of the system, provide a model for design and 
implementation, and finally establish a security framework [20]. 

Security systems include access control systems, antiviruses and firewalls, which include creating a secure 
environment through multiple analyses, continuous management for the security of security systems [5]. 
Five phases are suggested for preparing the IoT security framework: data processing (process creation), 
security model processing, security virtualization, security analysis, model updating [2]. In this research, 
the first step of the security decision maker mainly provides the required inputs (system security and 
information criteria) to build the IoT network. In the second phase, topology and vulnerability 
information is taken as input, and possible paths in the IoT network are identified. In the third step, the 
attack graphs and attack paths are specified. In the next step, the analysis and determination of equations 
and the probability of the occurrence of attacks are determined, and in the fifth step, modeling is carried 
out. 

The issues raised in this section are used to calculate the probability of an attack in each of the areas and 
phases, which ultimately leads to the modeling of processes in the simulation system. Process modeling 
provides a precise functional basis that enables us to modify and improve at various stages, adjust and 
regulate. It can also be said that showing the main workflow model provides the best framework for 
identifying the main issue [49]. Further investigation reveals the security gap between the IoT and ITIL 
factors. Implementing ITIL is a complicated process and requires difficult and complex decisions [44]. A) 
What changes in strategic management processes and settings to improve processing results, behavior, 
and performance? 

B) Does determining the process structure to optimize the results and process of the organization help 
with better decisions of managers [50-52]? In fact, at this stage the question is: should managers choose a 
framework or use a combination of frameworks as needed [28]? Preventive change management can turn 
a failure into a success. It should be noted that change management has a direct effect on security [53]. 
Meanwhile, in process reengineering, sufficient attention should be paid to subprocesses, as they create 
process areas and process areas act as a function [19]. 

 

V. THE PROCESS OF ACHIEVING THE FINAL FRAMEWORK: 

It is important to understand that the integration of processes in any of the components without 
considering the human in pragmatic relationships may jeopardize ITIL [45]. Therefore, considering taking 
the right steps in implementing ITIL will definitely play a significant role in stabilizing security. It is 
important to note that in defining statements and visions and missions, implementing ITIL processes in 
the third step, called situation analysis, is one of the important tasks of conducting case studies [16]. To 
conduct the case study, we use the simulation model due to many important cases.The simulation model 
is usually used effectively and extensively because of its ability to evaluate changes and new processes in 
an environment by creating scenarios [54]. The security situation is investigated in two parts: 
vulnerabilities and processes, which are basically the input of the analysis. In investigating the security 
levels of the mentioned cases, by determining the status of the processes, the attack graphs can also be 
identified and examined. Using attack graph is one of the effective ways for IoT security issues [2, 23]. In 
several researches, simulation model has been used to present security models and analyses [2, 13, 51, 
55-57]. 
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VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS MODULES 

As mentioned in the previous sections, each of the areas and phases are under potential influence of 
attacks, and these attacks are as graphs. The attack graph is presented as subgraphs and sections in 
various phases. Also, to provide the security framework of the processes, four security areas can be 
considered: 1. General attacks and its effect on levels and layers (Area A). 2. Relationships between factors 
between IoT and ITIL and process security (Layer B). 3. Process content (Area C). 4. Private modules 
(under the influence of case study in position analysis) (Area D).These effects will be completely 
presented in the simulation section as well as the level of effects after the changes. We consider the whole 
set of AP attack paths in the graph. ap∈ has one or more vulnerabilities for a specific purpose from the AP 
level. Any process that is a subset of processes. p ∈P, Therefore: 

{Pco ،Cs ،Ps ،IOT ،ITIL ،Gat}∈Agt,P∈AP, Apap∈ 

 

Figure 1: Attack Graph (Atg) 

The structure defines how the variables interact if the content includes the meaning and concept of the 
variables [11]. In ITIL4, four factors of cost, time, risk and results are the most important and determining 
factors [58], also latencies are factors that affect dynamic and feedback systems. In addition to paying 
attention to the content of the concept of variables, special attention should be paid to the relationship 
between variables, i.e. structure. The numbers next to each indicate the number of branches and possible 
levels for the attack to occur. Table 1 lists the elements and the symbols used.In addition, Figure 2 shows 
the number of branches and levels in which there is a probability of attack. This probability of attack will 
affect the flows, levels and parameters. It is also used in equations. It should be noted that the probability 
of attack in each of the branches is [1 and 0]. 

Table 1. Introduction of the used elements and symbols 

Elements Symbol Symbol Symbol (free, university, 
organizational) 

General attacks Gat Inactive attacks Iat 
Active attacks Aat IOT Security IOTs 

Security system Ss Security management Sm 

Security phases Sph Total security Ts 
ITILSecurity ITILs Process content Pco 
Process management Pm Case study attack rates Cs)r) 

Support management Spm IOT content IOTc 
Transfer management Tm ITIL content ITILc 
Case study Cs Process security Ps 
Free research Fre Rate of each of the items used 

(*) 
(*)r 

University research Ure Case study time Cst 
Organizational 
research 

Ore Research time Ret 

Research Re Total research Tre 
Release cost Rec Attack graph Atg 
Total process Tp Processes P 
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Figure 2. Manual model of how the items affecting the modules are related 

6.1. General security module: 

The general security module including the structure, attacks, and, as shown in Figure 2, are specified in 
the processes section and in Area C. 

In general, any process that is a subset of processes. p ∈P and AP is the attack path specified in the attack 
graph,therefore: 

ap∈AP, AP∈ Atg,  PIOTs∈{Re,(Ss,Sph),IOTsr} 

Ss, Sph)∩(IOTsr) )∩( Re = )1. IOTs 

ap∈AP, AP∈ Atg,  PITILs∈{P,(Tm,Spm,Pm),ITILsr} 

∩(ITILsr)(Tm, Spm,Pm)∩P) = )2. ITILs 

ap∈Ap, AP∈Atg, PCs∈{Pco,(Cst,(Fre,Ure,Ore),Csc,Csr)} 

3. Cs=(Pco)∩(Cst)∩(Fre,Ure,Ore)∩(Csr)∩(Csc) 

ap∈AP, AP∈Atg, PPco∈{Ps, (ITILc,IOTc), Pcor} 

4. Pco=(Ps)∩(IOTc,ITILc)∩(Pcor) 

ap∈AP, AP∈Atg, PPs∈{Gat,(IOTs,ITILs), Psr} 

5. Ps=(Gat)∩(IOTs,ITILs)∩(Psr) 

ap∈AP, AP∈Atg, PGat∈{(Aat,Iat),Gatr} 
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6. Gat=(Aat,Iat)∩(Gatr) 

ap∈AP, AP∈ Atg,  PTs∈{Cs, IOTs, ITILs,Jo,Co,Ret} 

∩(Ret)(Jo, Co)∩( ITILs )∩(IOTs )(Cs)∩ =7. Ts 

Each of the above relations shows the attack paths leading to the given level. Each level is in the security 
area and the relevant phase, which ultimately needs to be identified to provide the ultimate security. 

6.2. Private security module: 

In this module, we investigate and study in situation analysis (case study) in three parts: 

1. Free part: includes personal system (security of equipment, security of roles and security of processes), 
topic selection (approval of beneficiaries), research design (definition of project, approval of 
beneficiaries), problem statement, research objectives, importance and necessity of research and article 
(research achievements). The number of levels at which an attack is likely to occur is considered to be 10. 

2. University part: University system (security of equipment, security of roles and security of processes, 
topic selection (selection of student and approval of the supervisor), research design (project definition, 
application request, approval of the application, approval of the supervisor, approval of the jury And 
consultant approval), problem statement, research objectives, research importance and necessity, 
proposal approval (approval of application, approval of the jury, approval of the postgraduate council and 
approval of the research council), defense (professors, referees and students), dissertation and article 
(research achievements). The number of levels at which an attack is likely to occur is considered to be 23. 

3. Organizational part: organizational system (security of equipment, security of roles and security of 
processes), topic selection (organizational selection and organizational approval), research design 
(presentation to design and plan, plan in research working group, priority of research plan, planning and 
development council and announcing the invitation in the time interval), problem statement, research 
objectives, importance and necessity of research and article (research achievements). The number of 
levels at which an attack is likely to occur is considered to be 14. 

In the above three parts, the probability of an attack in each of the stages will be calculated in general. 

6.3. Release security module: 

In each part of the case study, including free, university and organizational, a conference is selected 
according to the compatibility of personal, university or organizational policies. Depending on the type of 
decision making, research achievements may be presented in journals, conferences, or executive systems. 
The maximum level review for the journal is considered to be 24 levels in which an attack may occur. 
From adapting the beneficiary criteria to the journal to the article being in the queue for publishing 
(depends on the journal and can be easily changed in the variable change section). Investigating the 
maximum levels in the conference in presenting the research achievements from adapting the conference 
to the beneficiary criteria to the publication of the article is considered to be 8 levels.Also, publishing the 
article in the executive systems, because the relevant organization is responsible for publishing these 
achievements, therefore, security approval is provided based on specific organizational policies and it is 
not necessary to provide security levels in the publication stage in this section. It should be noted that 
each of the processes and subprocesses with operators can be defined as a regular relation and can form 
an algebraic relation. In the SGPR model, if we consider PSGPR as a set of processes, then aligned 
processes, process sequences, process changeability, neutral member in processes, participation, cycle 
operator, and process option are true. 

 

VII. SIMULATION STEPS: 

The steps for simulation of dynamic systems for case study are done in four parts: 

 Determining equations 
 Determining the probability of occurrence of each level (accumulations) and flow rates 
 Specifying levels and flow rates 
 Providing dynamic system modeling 
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7.1. Equations 

If system dynamics are used to simulate a system, identifying the nature of rate equations is crucial. Since 
the level or storage equations necessarily strengthen the laws of survival, they can be deduced directly 
from the storage (levels) and flow diagrams [11]. The method of calculating the flow rates affecting the 
levels (accumulations) based on Table 1 and Figure 2 and also according to their effects in the SGPR 
model is as follows: 

1. (Gat)r=Aat*Iat 
2. (ITIL)sr=Pm*Spm*Tm*P*Gatr/Tp 
3. (IOT)sr=Sph*Ss*Re*Gatr/TRE 
4. (Ps)r=IOTs*ITILs*Gat 
5. (Pco)r=ITILc*IOTc*Ps 
6. (Cs)r=Fre*Ure*Ore*Cst*Csc*Pco 
7. (Ts)r=IOTs*ITILs*Jo*Co*Ret*Rec*Cs 

7.2. Determining the probabilities of occurrence of each level and flow rate: 

The SGPR model is supposed to determine the degree of effect of attack probability on levels and flows, 
and then some values of the effect of attack probability are changed using the Anylogic cloud and the 
relevant analysis will be carried out. 

According to Table 1 and Figure 2, the descriptions of the journal and conference levels, as well as the 
branches associated with them and the probability of an attack occurring in each of them, are: 

1. P(Ts)=10p(Gat)+18p(Lat)+10p(ITILs)+8p(IOTs)+6p(Pco)+47p(Cs)=1 

2. P(Gat)=3p(Iat)+7p(Aat)=1    

 P(Iat)=3/10      P(Aat)=7/10 

3.P(Ps)=10P(ITILs)+8P(IOTs)=1         

 P(ITILs)=10/18             P(IOTs)=8/18 

4. P(ITILs)=P(Sm)=p(Tm)+5p(Spm)+4p(Pm)=1 

P(Tm)=1/10        P(Spm)=5/10        P(Pm)=4/10 

5. P(IOTs)=5p(Sph)+3p(Ss)=1                 

  P(Sph)=5/8            P(Ss)=3/8 

6. P(Pco)=2p(IOTc)+4p(ITILc)=1       

   P(IOTc)=2/6            P(ITILc)=4/6 

7.   P(Cs)=10p(Fre)+23(Ure)+14(Ore)=1 

 P(Fre)=10/47       P(Ure)=23/47       P(Ore)=14/47 

8. P(Co)=1/8     Co=0.125              P(Jo)=1/24     Jo=0.041 
Also, the probability of attack in each subsection, including the free, university and organizational parts, 
was calculated according to the descriptions of the research procedure and the probability of attack in 
each of them. This calculation for the probability of occurrence by calculating the attack in each of the 
cases announced in the subsections was calculated according to the descriptions related to the private 
part and the probability of the occurrence of an attack in each of them with details in subsections and 
subsections can only be ignored and was estimated to be almost zero. Therefore, it was considered in 
general and due to the fact that research is conducted in dynamic systems and has less involvement with 
details.so we just address the possibility of an attack in general. According to the above explanations, the 
value of probability of attack on each of the levels and parameters was given in the table. Description of 
the table below: The time of publication of the case study is 6 months and the case study is 24 months. 
The cost of the case study is $ 1,500 and the cost of publication of research achievements is $ 600. Also, 
the number of researches is 10,000 and the number of processes is 20,000, which can be changed in the 
parameters change section. 
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Table 2. Parameters and values considered in the SGPR model 

 
Spm=0.5 Tm=0.1 Ss=0.37                                       

Fre=0.297 Sph=0.625 Pm=0.4 

Aat=0.7 Ore=0.21 Ure=0.489 

Co=0.125 Jo=0.041 Iat=0.3 

Cst=24   Tp=20000 Ret=6 

ITILc=0.66 Rec=600 Csc=1500 

 TRE=10000 IOTc=0.33 
The values in the above table are adjusted taking into consideration the probability of attacks and are 
used in the values of parameters, equations and flow rates in the SGPR model. 
7.3. Determining levels, flow rates and parameters: 

Effective values are titles that are denoted by the word "rate" and are used as effective flows in the model. 
Levels are things that are affected by flows, although in some cases flows may be affected by levels. 
Parameters are also factors that affect the flow rate and are obtained by calculating the probability of an 
attack. 
Levels, flows and parameters in the general SGPR model are identified and distinguished by the following 
names: 
1. Levels (accumulations) with names: Re, IOTs, Gat, Ps, Pco, Cs, Ts, P and ITILs. 
2. Flows with names: IOTsr, Gat, Psr, Pcor, Csr, Tsr, ITILsr. 
3. Parameters with names: TRE, Ss, Sph, Aat, Iat, ITILc, IOTc, Cst, Fre, Ure, Ore, Jo, Co, Ret, Tp, Pm, 
Spm, Tm, Rec, Cst. 

Each level may be affected by flows and each flow may be affected by levels. Meanwhile, flows and levels 
may also be affected by parameters. 

7.4. Modeling of dynamic systems 

The steps considered for the security model are the probability of attacks occurring in general, private, 
release and security evaluation modules, respectively. The overall model name is SGPR. In the general 
security phase, the effect of general attacks and the effect of various factors and parameters on Ps, IOTs, 
ITILs and Pco are investigated. In the private security phase, the status of the case study was examined 
and the probability of attacks in each of the subsections was investigated with related factors that the 
probability of attacks details was estimated to be almost zero. Therefore, in general, the calculation and its 
effect in the private security phase, including general attacks, time and cost on the case study are 
measured and investigated. In the release security phase, the probability of attacks at the journal and 
conference levels with the time and cost of release as well as general attacks are investigated. 
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Figure 3. Implementation of the primary simulation model 

First, we define the factors, parameters, levels and flows in the primary model (Figure 3). Using the 
equations and relations obtained in the previous sections, we adjust the model. By bypassing the loop in 
the primary simulation system, we realize the need for the loop due to the inconsistency with the initial 
assumption as seen in Cs (case study), as the security of the processes increases, the security in them 
decreases, therefore, we use a balancing feedback loop. Number of unweighted negative links in Cs (case 
study). By reducing Gat (general attacks) the security of the processes increases so we need an amplifier 
loop. We use an amplifier loop.We put the amplifier loop in Psr (process security rate) and then run the 
model. Then we add the time palette with the factors that we specify. Then we run the model. Figure 4 
shows the execution of the model after adding the loops. In fact, in the simulation test, one can answer 
questions such as what if? 

As shown in Figure 4, IOTs increase over time, and also ITILs increase over time, although to a lesser 
extent. In the case of Gat, which our goal is to reduce its value, it decreases and approaches zero. In the 
case of attacks in Pco, the value is very low and remains almost constant during execution. Ps increases, 
then continues a steady path, and Cs remains at about the same calculated value and increases slightly. 
Overall, the increase in IoTs and ITILs gives us an acceptable and expected range, and ultimately increases 
total security. 
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Figure 4. Execution of the SGPR model 

7.4.1. Parameter change test: 

In this step, we will test how the parameters change that how it affects various levels, this is possible 
using the Anylogic Cloud. We specify inputs and outputs for the time palette. We run the simulation model 
in this environment, it must be exactly what we received after the execution. Then in this environment in 
various steps by changing the range of parameters, its effect on other levels can be observed. 
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Figure 5. Changing the range of parameters in 6 steps 

 Changing the range of parameters in the general phase: Changing the range of parameters in the 
general phase is done in three steps. First we change the range of the two parameters Aat and Iat ¬ 
(Figure 5, Part 1). Changing the range of these two parameters affects all levels, and by changing the value 
of active and inactive attacks, the change and effect on other levels becomes obvious (these changes are 
made in Area A). In the next step, we test the change in the parameters of IOTs and ITILs. This change of 
parameters affects IOTs, ITILs and Cs and causes changes in their diagrams (Figure 5, Part 2).Other levels 
remain almost unchanged (these changes take place in Area B). Then we change the range of Gatr and 
Pcor parameters in this phase (Figure 5, Part 3). This effect of changes occurs at all levels (these changes 
occur in security areas A and C). 
 Changing the range of parameters in the private phase: In this phase, we change the range of the 
five parameters Csc, Cst, Fre, Ure and Ore (these changes are done in Areas C and D). The effect of the 
changes in Pco is clearly visible, and the rest of the change diagram remains almost unchanged at levels 
(Figure 5, Part 4). 
 Changing the range of parameters in the release phase: In this phase, we change the range of the 
four parameters Rec, Ret, Jo and Co (these changes are done in Areas C and D). The effect of these changes 
in Cs is clearly visible and the rest of the levels remain almost unchanged (Figure 5, Part 5). 
 Changing the range of time and cost parameters: In this step, due to the importance of these two 
parameters, both are investigated separately (these changes occur in Area C). We investigate the effect of 
changing the four parameters Cst, Csc, Ret, Rec on other levels. This effect of changes in Pco is visible and 
almost all other levels remain unchanged (Figure 5, Part 6). 

7.4.2. Calibration test 

Then, a calibration test was performed to confirm the matching of the parameters with the output values 
and the fit with the data. The calibration test was performed in four stages: general, private, release, and 
time and cost (Figure 6). A database is created before calibration and the results are stored in it after each 
simulation. This software optimization uses analysis tools and uses several objective functions such as 
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maximization and minimization and scatter search to find the best scenario.Five parameters of the 
general phase Ss, Sph, Tm, Pm and Spm, three parameters of the private phase Fre, Ure and Ore and two 
parameters of the release phase Jo and Ret, Rec, Cst and Csc were calibrated in the time and cost section in 
four stages. After the calibration test, the best option in the test is displayed that we can replace. 

The best options in the general phase (Part 1 of Figure 6): 
Ss=0.4Tm=0.1Spm=0.1Pm=0.42Sph=0.52 

The best options in the private phase (Part 2 of Figure 6): 

Fre=0.35         Ure=0.5            Ore=0.23 

The best options in the release phase (Part 3 of Figure 6): 

Jo=0.043Co=0.15 

After performing the test in this step, we calibrated two time parameters along with the above two items: 

Ret=6.2Cst=26 

The best options in time and cost (Part 4 of Figure 6): 

Ret=6.2Cst=30Csc=2002Rec=602 

 

Figure 6. Calibration test in 4 stages 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

The present research evolved in three stages. The first stage was to investigate and analyze the 
foundations of the two factors IoT and ITIL and combine related research to find a manual model based 
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on which we can make subsequent relations. It also detects attacks that may affect the two factors. The 
second step is the evolution of manual models and the presentation of relations for the SGPR model 
processes with operators, communications, and links. Finally, three phases and four security areas were 
proposed for security. The third stage was to determine the equations, the probability of attack on the 
surfaces and flow rates, to create the simulation model and calibration.It was determined how the 
security areas affect each other and also how the parameters affect the levels and flow rates in the three 
security phases of general, private and release were identified and distinguished. Also, how to change the 
range of different parameters in various phases on different types of levels and how it affects the levels 
and areas were determined. 

Recommendations from the present study for security: 

 Paying attention to the probability of general attacks at all levels, flows, factors, communications. 
 Prioritizingthe addressing of public attacks in the form of different categorizations and 
classifications, considering the security challenges related to IoT that may occur if security is improved by 
insecurity and security analysis around it. 
 Pay attention to the security systems and the proposed phases according to what was presented 
in detail. 
 Having holistic view in creating strategy security at different levels and avoiding meticulous view. 
 Optimal investment in time and cost based on the best option to increase the content of the 
processes and improve the case study. 
 Programs that provide security and program management should be aware of the functional 
aspects of the various programs, which include probabilities and limitations. 
 Considering process security as a cycle, not a step. 
 Providing an updated version according to possible changes in agents, factors, relations and 
finally manual and systematic models. 
 In case of combining IoT and ITIL factors, one should pay attention to the commonalities of both 
factors and pay attention to the commonalities according to the proposed cases. Also one should pay 
attention to the existing security gaps between IoT and ITIL factors and the processes that are supposed 
to be secured. 
 Lack of investment in creating unnecessary levels due to the small number of attack events at the 
mentioned levels (approximately equal to zero). 
Researcher's recommendations: 
1. Changing the security approach in case of need to change according to the existing conditions 
without following the existing instructions. 
2. Experimental implementation of various security cases and subsequent identification of cases, 
factors, agents and relations that disrupt security. 
3. Correct and accurate implementation of security cases after testing security frameworks. 
4. Laying the groundwork for security in case of interference and the presence of factors such as IoT 
and ITIL. 
 Recommendations for future researchers: 
 Separating case studies in each specific case and investigating the details with a different 
perspective other than a strategic one. 
 Investigating various human and inhuman roles in presenting research achievements and using 
appropriate simulations to help us in conducting research. 
 More detailed and in-depth study of economic and time issues in providing security and 
presenting research achievements. 
 Conducting research on the matching of security programs in case studies with existing security 
programs and policies. 
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